Guardians:

In the cockpit of his X-Wing, Lt. Amzenki checks over his status screens, preparing for launch.

"Hey Frosty," he says, "I'm getting an odd reading on the forward thrusters.  See if you can sort it out before we launch."

[Yes, sir,] comes the reply on his secondary screen, [I'll get on that right away.]

"Frosty, are you alright?" asks Amzenki, "You didn't let that furry freak touch you, I hope."

[No, all systems are normal. ... Just lety me do my job.]

"That's better."  Zir switches on his com and tunes it to the Flight frequency.  "Guardian Flight, report in."

{Guardian Two, powered up and ready.}

{Guardian Three, all set sir.}

{Guardian Four, let's get this over with.}

"Problem, Four?"

{Yes, sir.  We should be oput there helping look for the Ambassador, not flying around with some two bit planetary defense force in a pointless parade.}

"I understand, Garan, but this is something that needs done.  Besides, once we're in the air, we'll be perfectly able to help in case something happens."

{I guess you're right, but I still don't like it."

"Neither do I, but we'll have to deal with it."

Amzenki reaches for the com and switches over to the parade control frequency.  "This is Guardian Leader, we're ready to start."

{Confirmed Guardian Leader.  Please stand by for launch instructions.}


On The Reviewing Stand:

The Corellian Diktat, Gritar, sitsw waiting for the parade to begin.  Also on the platform are the commanders of CorSec and the CDF, and several of their retinue.  Commander Genfore and Ambassador Harkonan, both in full dress, are seated next to the Diktat in the place of honor.  Lt. Runaar and he aide stand slightly behind the rest of the group.  Emtoo, the ship's military protocol droid is in discussion with Harkonan's aide, Ardine.

Genfore leans over to the Diktat and asks, "Sir, I must thank you for helping our teams search for the ambassador.  All of your efforts have been most helpful."

"This has been a outrage, Commander.  This vile Triad thinks that we are to be made fools of," the Diktat responds, "We will not stand for it.  Ah, the parade's starting."

Coming down the main avenue of Coronet City are the typical marching bands and holographic floats that appear in all parades.  The floats are all celebrating the victories of the Rebel Alliance and the New Republic.  There are floats depicting the Battles of Yavin, Endor, Bakura, and many others.

"This next float should be of special interest to you, Commander," the Diktat says.

The next float depicts scenes from the Battle of Endor and the part that the Medical Frigate, commanded by one Commander Genfore, and the part it played in the victory.

Genfore stands and slautes his old ship.  He sits back down to a thundering of applause.


Guardians:

{Guardian Leader, this is Parade Control.  You are cleared for launch on the programmed course.}

"Acknowledged, Control.  Guardians clear for launch."

The four X-Wings launch and take their place in the center of the formation.  The X-Wings from CorSec fly behind while the X-Wings from the CDF fly in front.  Both Corellian representives have limited themselves to one flight, so there is a full squadron flying in the parade.  All flights are flying in the Missing Man formation.

The X-Wings are all set at less than 1/3 throttle, so it is fairly slow going.  They are flying approximately 150 feet abaove the street and have their s-foils closed.


Both:

Over the comlinks of those on the ground and the coms in the X-Wings comes a message on the Liberty tactical frequency.

"We have the package but there's been a snag.  We're heading out but we've got incoming eyeballs and need cover!  Sending coordinantes now!"

